Let G be a locally compact group with Fourier algebra A{G). We prove that if G is amenable then every centralizer of A(G) is determined by multiplication with an element of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G. This result is then used to show that isometric centralizers correspond to characters of G.
Introduction.
Let A be a Banach algebra. A centralizer of A is a bounded linear operator T on A which commutes with all the operations of left multiplication, i.e.
T(xy) = xTy for all x, y E A.
If G is a locally compact group, denote by L^G) the group algebra of G and by M(G) the algebra of bounded Radon measures. In [6] Wendel proved that every centralizer of LX{G) is a convolution with an element of M(G), i.e. there exists a unique measure p&M{G) such that Tx=x*p for all xeL^G).
Suppose for the moment that G is Abelian with dual group G. The set of functions on G which are the Fourier transforms of functions in L^G) is the Fourier algebra /1(G). Similarly by considering the transforms of elements in M(G) we obtain the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B(G) (see e.g. [5, Chapter 1] ). Wendel's result now shows that every centralizer of A(G) is given by multiplication with an element of B(G). The purpose of this note is to extend this result to noncommutative groups, the point being that although the dual group no longer exists, the algebras A(G) and B(G) may still be defined. 2. Definitions and notation. Throughout we shall employ the notation of [2] . Let G be a (not necessarily commutative) locally compact group with identity element e and let L^G) denote the group algebra of G. The completion of £X(G) in the minimal regular norm is the group C*-algebra, C*(G). Let B(G) denote the space of all finite linear combinations of continuous positive definite functions on G. Regarded as the dual of C*(G), BiG) is a Banach space and even a commutative Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication. Denote by AiG) the closed subspace generated by elements of B(G) with compact support. It is easy to show that AiG) is an ideal in BiG).
For ueBiG) and geG, define au by guih) = uigh). Then uueBiG) and 11,1/11 = ||w||. Further if ueAiG), then so does gu.
The algebra AiG) behaves in many ways like a group algebra. In general, however, it lacks one important property, the existence of an approximate identity. In [4] Leptin has shown that an approximate identity exists iff G is amenable (see [3] for various alternative characterizations of amenability). We shall use this result in what follows.
Centralizers of AiG).
Theorem 1. Let G be amenable and let T be a centralizer of AiG). Then there exists a unique element weBiG) such that T= La iwhere Lw is defined by Lmu=uw for ueAiG)). Furthermore ||71 = ||h'||.
Proof.
Let {ex} be an approximate identity for AiG) with ||ej| = l. The elements Tex may be regarded as linear functionals on C*iG) and by continuity of T, the family {Tex} has a u*-accumulation point weBiG). This shows that Tu=uw, i.e., T=L",.
Since for any geG there exists some ueAiG) with uig)^0, it follows that w is unique. That || T\\ = || w\\ follows from the existence of an approximate identity. Alternately it may be obtained at once from a result of Derighetti [1, Theorem 9] . Corollary 1. In the strong operator topology on AiG), BiG) is a closed subset of the algebra of all bounded operators.
For if {wx} is a directed set in BiG) which converges strongly to an operator S on AiG) then for u, veAiG), S(iîu) = lim wxiiv = iSu)u a so that S is a centralizer. Now apply Theorem 1.
Isometric centralizers.
We consider now the case when a centralizer ris an isometry i.e. ||7m|| = ||w|| for all ueAiG). We prove Theorem 2. Let G be amenable and let T be a centralizer of AiG). Then T is an isometry iff T= XLK where A is some scalar of unit modulus and k is a character of G.
Remarks.
1. It is straightforward to show that an operator \LK is an isometry so that it suffices to prove the "only if" condition.
2. For some groups G, A(G) may not possess any isometric centralizers apart from those of the form A7 since there exist amenable groups which have no nontrivial finite dimensional representations.
By Theorem 1, £ is of the form Lw for some weB(G). The proof of Theorem 2 depends on the following lemmas. Lemma 1. For all geG, w(g)^0.
Proof.
Firstly note that if w defines an isometry then so does gw for any g. For if ueA (G) then ll,Ml = ILOvuflll = K->«ll = l-M = 1«||.
Hence it suffices to assume that w(e)=0 and to deduce a contradiction.
Choose ueA(G) with w positive definite and ||w|| = 1. Then wueA(G) and wu(e) = 0. Choose esuch thatO<e<l.
By [2, Lemma 4 .13], we may choose veA(G) with v positive definite, ||u|| = l and ||i;H'«||<e. But then e> ||mtk|| = ||i;w|| = ||i>|| ||w|| = l which is a contradiction. For all geG, i = Ks)| = Kt/,1, j?)| =• u f || hll-i so that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, H is one dimensional and there exist scalars A9 of unit modulus such that í/s|=A9íi. Let X=X¡X. Then if K(g)=X.-1?.g, we have that k is a character of G and w-Xk. This proves the theorem.
